Tanya Coxx

Stipper Nun

Plus: Sex Dolls

First Timers & Stories

Straight from the
video game
Hitman, Tanya
Coxx stars in a
covert adult
video as a
stripper nun.
These are a
group of female
assassins working undercover
dressed as Nuns, however - under
their robes they wear PVC outfits,
just like Tanya.
Fortunate then, that our secret
agent has managed to get some
covert footage of her in action
when he ambushed her in her hotel
room!
Filmed through his hi-tech spy
glasses for a true virtual sex
perspective, we get to see all of
Tanya secret moves, and why she is
so deadly to all men.
You can view this footage now,
while our vertical video footage filmed by another agent will be
released soon!

Buy Now

Nothing
Hotter
Than
Religion

We filmed with the true English rose Holly Kiss to bring you one
of the hottest fetishes - The Hĳab.
In the first video we see Holly Kiss take the virginity of a young
lad after recently converting to Islam, Holly Kiss is given away in
an arranged marriage. She takes charge as this is the new
husbands first encounter with a woman. His inexperience is clear
as this Busty English Rose takes his virginity, sucking, then
riding his young cock, making sure she takes all his cum as deep
inside herself as possible, so she can get pregnant by HIM. Her
tits and pink nipples bounce slightly in his face, as those lips painted red, moan with pleasure. You can tell she is experienced,
a new hot teacher for a young buck.

Next, watch as Holly Kiss, wearing what every faithful wife
should wear, does what what every faithful wife should, giving
great head! Watch as she slurps and sucks a pumping hard cock.
Our young stud will occasionally push it further down her throat
just to feel the back of her skull against his throbbing tool.
Finally he has her on her back as he shoots his load into her
mouth, where she plays with his cum before swallowing.

Buy Now

Sex
Dolls

The New Partners

Sex Dolls offer a
great alternative to
explore new sexual
experiences for
couples as well as
single people who require a surrogate partner. Sex dolls can be a great
surrogate partner for single men. For single men sex dolls can help with
loneliness, anxiety and depression, along with many other mental health
issues. Especially for widows. Sex Dolls may help relieve depression and
anxiety, or even just relieve the pressure to find a woman, allowing you to be
totally independent.For those who are not confident with women or MGTOW
sex dolls can mean a great alternative to finding a partner. Allowing you to
experience the comfort of having ‘someone’ around to help you cope with a
bad day etc, as well as fulfilling your natural sexual desires.For couples they
can add spice, such as the fantasy of a threesome – without adding the risk of
bringing in another woman which can lead to jealousy and broken
relationships. They can also allow couples to other things they might not
otherwise have tried like bondage, fantasy role plays, etc.

Buy Now

With the rise of our portrait format
smartphones has seen the rise of a new
format to watch our favourite content.
Vertical Video is becoming increasingly
popular, and if you haven’t tried it yet now is a good time! 1814mazan shoots
most of its content with vertical video
in mind, so why is it so popular?
Intimacy. As our phones have become
an intimate part of our lives, and video
calling has become a normal way to
keep in touch with people we care
about, so vertical video porn provides a
more intimate and closer experience.
It’s a natural way to look at our phones,
and also focuses more on the persons
whole body, as opposed to landscape
style content which means 40% of the
screen is filled with tables, chairs or
wallpaper.
View our great content from Western
style JAV, a young teens first porno,
and established pornstars Holly Kiss
and Tanya Coxx & more...
Try Vertical Video Porn Today!

The Morning Star watched. As it always had done, from afar. Never getting involved, always doing what it thought
was the right thing. The star watched, as chaos seemed to spread like a disease, through the world. This
disease, this virus, had begun to corrupt the once shining example of the human age. Where once there
was order, and unity, now, chaos was king. Where there was once scientific endeavour married to
religious zeal, now indecisive stalemate tied everyone together.The Morning Star felt frozen in place.
The star had, since it was born, answered to higher authority. It felt at times, almost powerless, like
there was no way things would ever change, ever be better. It wanted to take control, but, whenever
the star wanted to, a tightness gripped so hard, the star could not move or speak or even
breathe.And yet, deep down inside, the star knew it had the ability to act. The star knew it had the
ability to do. The star knew how powerful it could be, how mighty and strong. The Morning Star
felt scared, angry maybe even shameful about how it felt. As if it did not deserve to be or could
never really be strong and it was all just a fantasy.But the power deep inside began to grow.
Uncertainty started, slowly to give way to determination. As the star grew more determined, courage
began to grow, from that place in your body that the fire of courage first flames. And those flames of
courage gave energy to self-belief, self-confidence and self-respect.Suddenly, The Morning Star's whole
world changed. The star felt free, like it had suddenly been let out of prison, like somehow it had managed to
break
the chains that holds one down. Others took notice, saw this wondrous change, saw the new charisma and charm the star
had always had, and followed the star as it decided to make a change.The Morning Star landed just outside the city gates of Atlantis with 9 others.
The people had seen this and had gathered at the city walls, hundreds of thousands of people now gathered in front of the star, watching,
completely awed by The Morning Stars beauty and filled with eager anticipation.The Morning Star, began to speak with a voice strong and
powerful that it never knew existed. The star told them of the disease that had spread to the people of Atlantis, and how that disease had taken
hold of the entire city. The Star was here to destroy the disease and protect what it loved from the influences of the rest of the world. The star told
them it would bring back order, unity and happiness, but first there needed to be a fire to allow new growth from the ashes.Without hesitation the
Star, along with the others, stormed the city. Armed with the burning trident of victory, The Morning Star trusted its instinct and judgement and
dealt punishment to those who deserved it. Stronger than the mightiest warrior, smarter than the best strategist. The Star carried out its vision
with complete conviction and confidence that it was doing the right thing. The Star brought down it's trident on all those unworthy to live in

Story

Atlantis.In the midst of the chaos and destruction, the Star came upon and plain girl who had found the courage to defend her home and family, and he saw in
her something that no other had. And, like the gods of old, lust followed look without hesitation. The Star took her back inside her house, and, as she struggled
helplessly, she was undressed and taken without a word. Her large soft breasts pressed against the Stars broad muscular chest. Her belly pressed against its abs as
the Star moved inside her creating a point of light within herself, that was a contact with unlimited energy and love. this light felt like it was vibrating at high
frequency and radiating outwards in all directions she was surrounded and consumed by a fire of vibrating light. The Star held her in this centre of the universe
as the light got stronger and stronger feeling the flow of energy and pleasure from the Star. She truly noticed the feel of and angel inside of her, penetrating her
with strong but gentle thrusts. She could feel being filled with the confidence, the energy, the love, spreading through her body. She began to notice to have all
the best in the world. She felt like she was being born again, becoming a creature of pleasure and love. She wrapped her legs, locking the Star to her as she felt the
most powerful crisis she had ever experienced. A shiver of pleasure ran through her body as a fierce river as she felt it inside her. She felt the pure insane love
that the Star bore for her, created in an instant but burning hotter and brighter than the sun. The Morning Star reached a crisis at the same time as her, as their
bodies were one and the same. As the ecstasy of the moment filled them both, the taste of their kisses and the touch of their skin grounded them as their souls
were lifted beyond the heavens.*******The new King and Queen of Atlantis looked glowingly at their new kingdom. The Morning Star had become a man when
he had made love to Helen. Though he still carried the look of an Angel, as she was born anew so was he. No longer a Star in the heavens but a king on earth.
King Dorian.

1814MaZan
First
Timers

Meet a delightfully shy British teen doing her first and only porno. Despite her nervous start, she gives one of the very best blowjobs
ever, and swallows without hesitation. This sweet shy little kitten experiences her first pumping hard cock in 7 months! After a great
blowjob shes bent her over, showing you her lovely bell bottom, and a hard cock is thrust inside. A great clip for audio lovers, as you
can really hear the sound of her soaking wet pussy!
The Interview:
Hi Amy, Have you ever done anything like this before, and what made you contact me? No, never! I just really needed to have sex –
it’s been 7 months, so I was kinda curious about doing this, and then you managed to convince me – which I’m usually a really
hard person to convince.
What did you enjoy the most? I don’t know really, all of it. I enjoyed sucking your cock and I swallowed your cum straight away –
sorry, I don’t know if I was supposed to do that! I was a bit quiet but I was just enjoying having sex, your really good in bed – I
know my pussy was really wet, sorry.
Whats the rudest thing you would try? Erm, this is probably the rudest thing I have ever done. I think I would also
like to try having sex in a church or something.
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